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MCQ's (Synonyms) - Modern Prose & Heroes 

Choose the best answer.  

1. Each star makes its voyage in complete loneliness. (visit, appearance, journey, movement)  

2. We find the universe frightening because of its immense distances. (small, huge, no, minor)  

3. The space beyond the Milky Way is immensely cold. (shinning star, collection of stars, planets, the 

sun)  

4. We are more critical than our forefathers. (credulous, logical, illogical, superstitious)  

5. Thrifty housewives preserved their home grown vegetables and fruits. (frugal, dirty, spendthrift, 

careless)  

6. Superstitious people believe in the signs of good or bad luck. (broad-minded, credulous, modern, 

intelligent)  
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7. He asserted that God put those tonsils in his son's throat for some good purpose. (claimed, 

retorted, answered, narrated)  

8. No body ought to be compelled to earn his entire was through college. (expelled, engaged, 

forced, taught)  

9. It is always to the detriment of their health. (damage, advantage, need, improvement)  

10. The voice it heralded sounded in my ears like a summons to damnation. (paradise, hell, pressure, 

fair)  

11. Sometimes there were unexpected respites. (joys, breaks, gifts, dreams)  

12. I could hardly believe that three strenuous school terms had rolled away. (pleasant, tiring, 

critical, long)  

13. Many people are reluctant to throw anything that looks like a book. (ready, worried, willing, 

hesitant)  

14. It is sometimes difficult to find a scaffold for books. (classes, gallows, proper place, hidden place)  

15. I walked on with an air of rumination. (remuneration, meditation, diffidently, differently)  

16. I began to indolently study diseases. (gladly, quickly, lazily, indifferently.   

17. Gout was in its most malignant stage. (mild, initial, virulent, obvious)  

18. I crawled out as a decrepit wreck. (strong, brave, weak, coward)  

19. When I go into a bank I get rattled. (confused, sad, happy, angry)  

20. My voice was sepulchral. (soft, loud, gloomy, low)  

21. The people in the bank had the impression that I was an invalid millionaire. (illiterate, disabled, 

poor, very rich)  

22. Occidental countries launched a warm hug to China. (western, eastern, northern, southern)  

23. There is a lack of femininity in the Chinese women. (beauty, shame, fashion, womanliness)  

24. Mao says that it is the people, and not things, that are decisive. (important, unimportant, trifle, 

problem)  

25. A tremendous population explosion is taking place. (rapid growth, decrease, control, planning)  

26. Nine and a half million perished in a single famine. (drowned, deprived, tried, died)  

27. Food could not be distributed to the isolated areas. (at hand, remote, prosperous, well - off)  
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28. Abd-al-Rahman was a youth of exceptional nerve and ability. (good, strong, little, extraordinary)  

29. In North Africa, he bravely escaped assassination. (punishment, murder, prison, capture)  

30. Abd-al-Rahman imported exotic plants to his garden. (native, beautiful, best, foreign)  

31.The head master showed discernment in judging my general ability. (wisdom, illiteracy, rejection, 

mystery)  

32. After much reflection I put a bracket round it. (shadow, echo, thinking, wait)  

33. I continued in this unpretentious situation for nearly a year. (troublesome, tiring, cruel, simple)  

34. Naturally I am biased in favour of boys learning English. (bad, cruel, partial, dull)  

35. Large parts were almost uninhabited. (unpleasant, underdeveloped, unpopulated, uncultivated)  

36. The driver was reluctant to take Christopher. (willing, hesitant, eager, drunk)  

37. They went to a well to replenish their water-bags. (empty, wash, refill, draw)  

38. The land of thirst and death was an area notorious for sandstorms. (famous, noble, defamed, 

well known)  

39. Lister's aim was the prevention of disease. (growth, stopping, pruning, flourishing)  

40. Injecting carbolic acid was abandoned soon. (given up, adopted, practiced, propagated)  

41. He discovered the body's natural armour, the leukocytes.(attack, prevention, defense, killer)  

42. Lysozyme was the forerunner of penicillin. (herald, killer, father, companion)  

43. Pasteur's father had been one of Napoleon's conscripts. (friends, servants, soldiers, opponents)  

44. Until 1849, the industry of silkworm had flourished consistently. (declined, died, prospered, 

decreased)  

45. Providentially, Pasteur's mind was not injured. (clearly, consequently, immediately, fortunately)  

46. Pasteur arrived at the method of attenuating germs. (cultivating, growing, killing, weakening)  

47. At first the British High Commissioner demurred. (admired, objected, stopped, instructed)  

48. Turks vowed that death was preferable to rule by Greeks. (declared, said, repeated, swore)  

49. Mustafa Kamal abolished the old Turkish script. (promoted, changed, supported, put to and end)  

50. Mustafa Kamal was the saviour of Turkey. (leader, ruler, deliverer, destroyer)  

MCQ's (Synonyms) - Good Bye Mr. Chips   
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1. Brookfield was established in the reign of Elizabeth. (conquest, name, period, area)  

2. Wetherby restored its fortunes status somewhat. (brought, revived, established, caught)  

3. The snobbish people said that they thought they had heard of Broofield. (rich, poor, humble, 

educated)  

4. He remembered the day of his preliminary interview. (introductory, first, successful, long)  

5. Chips had a vivid recollection of Wetherby. (picture, record, memory, books)   

6. Give your enthusiasm to Brookfield and Brookfield will give you something in return. 

(experience, zeal, life, decision)  

7. He remembered that first tremendous ordeal of taking prep class. (trial, situation, experience, 

task)  

8. Chips was at the mercy of five hundred unprincipled ruffians. (youngsters, toddlers,barbarians, 

pioneers)  

9. The scowl he assumed to cover his inward nervousness. (position, intimacy, frown, obduracy)  

10. Chips knew the inadequacy of his qualification. (advantage, merits, defects, qualities)   

11. Chips slipped and wrenched his ankle. (broke, fractured, sprained, messaged)  

12. Chips was rescued by Katherine. (loved, abused, saved, insulted)  

13. Chips' sprain put him on Katherine's mercy. (injury, foolishness, personality, old age)  

14. Katherine had freckled cheeks. (bright, beautiful, spotted, shinning)  

15. In politics, Katherine was radical. (loving, easy, revolutionary, soft)  

16. Chips remained conservative in politics. (good, orthodox, non-serious, indifferent)  

17. Actually Chips nodded and stumbled on. (flew, walked, fell, stopped)  

18. Katherine broadened his views and opinions. (narrowed, limited, widened, distorted)  

19. Everything ended without a slightest hitch. (difficulty, case, jerk, objection)  

20. Katherine did not like cocksure type of boys. (humble, tall, lazy, confident)  

21. Chips was standing in a trance. (half-conscious state, happy, hall, sad mood)  

22. Chips nearly answered that he could go to blazes. (hell, shelter, heaven, haven)  

23. Chips did not want to receive condolences. (praises, horrors, curses, sympathies)  
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24. Just as marriage had added something so did bereavement. (happiness, grief, fun, comfort)  

25. Chips changed his commodious apartment. (comfortable, small, ugly, large)  

26. Chips once thrashed Collingwood. (pushed, rewarded, beat, loved)  

27. Mr. Chips remembered many funny anecdotes. (games, poems, essays, tales)  

28. Chips remembered Katherine laughing at some howler. 

(punishment, mistake,admiration, appreciation)  

29. Chips remembered the dizzy happiness. (lay, certain, puzzled, great)  

30. It was queer that things were so clear in Chips' mind. (sad, funny, strange, interesting)  

31. Ralston was pontiful. (docile, insulting, confident, coward)  

32. He was efficient, ruthless, ambitious but not very likeable. (careless, merciless, helpless, 

brainless)  

33. Chips' method of teaching was slack. (modern, old, unique, slow)  

34. Mr. Chatteris accepted the situation wisely and courteously. (reluctantly, hesitatingly, 

unwillingly, kindly)   

35. Chips was given an uproarious farewell. (comfortable, quiet, noisy, calm)  

36. Mr. Chips' speech was impeded by laughters of the audience. (praised, disliked, 

liked, interrupted)  

37. Mrs. Wickett's house itself was ugly and pretentious. (costly, far away, ordinary,showy)  

38. At Mrs. Wickett's, Mr. Chips was leading a pleasant and placid life. (calm, busy, happy, regular)  

39. Chips kept up hospitality in his room. (reading, knowledge, reception, showiness)  

40. Mr. Chips' voice had still a good deal of sprightliness. (jerkiness, liveliness, hardness, toughness)  

41. There was the shrill whine of anti-air craft shells. (danger, destruction, cry, anger)  

42. The armies were clenched in deadlock. (occupied, troubled, gripped, dripped)  

43. I do sympathize with you. (know, be ashamed, alarm, feel sorry)  

44. At fifty he was the doyen of the staff. (junior, respected by, senior member, local)  

45. Chips made desultory notes in an exercise book. (disorganized, organized, short, beautiful)  

46. It was a damp shinning day. (acrid, foggy, sunny, dry)  
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47. It was cold and foggy and he dared not go out. (rainy, sunny, misty, windy)  

48. The meeting with Linford had exhausted Mr. Chips. (freshened, distorted, tired, ruined)  

49. Sleep again if you inclined. (disturbed, tempted, noisy, troubled)  

50. The whole pageant of the past swang before him. (story, performance, spectacle, incident) 

MCQ's - Correction  

1. I bought two dozens eggs. (I bought two dozen eggs./I buy two dozen eggs./I boughtdozens of 

eggs./I buy dozens of eggs.)  

2. Cattles are eating grass. (Cattle is eating grass./Cattle are eat grass./Cattles is eating grass./Cattle 

are eating grass.)  

3. He gave me advices. (He gave me much advices./He gave me many advices./He gave me much 

pieces of advices./He gave me many pieces of advice.)   

4. His hairs are grey. (His hair are grey./His hair were grey./His hair will be grey./His hair is grey.)  

5. Politics are a dirty game. (Politic is a dirty game./Politics is a dirty game./Politic are dirty 

games./Politics are dirty games.)  

6. Sheeps are grazing in the field. (Sheeps is grazing in the field./Sheeps grazing in the field./Sheep 

are grazing in the field./Sheep is grazing in the field.)  

7. One should do his duty. (One should do her duty./One should do its duty./One should do one's 

duty./One should do my duty.)  

8. He, you and I told the news. (I, he and you told the news./You, I and he told the news./He, I and 

you told the news./You, he and I told the news.)  

9. I as well as you were wrong. (I as well as you had wrong./I as well as you was wrong./I and you 

was wrong./I as well as you were wrong.)  

10. He said to me, "Are you kidding?" (He said to me I was kidding./He asked me if I was kidding./He 

asked me if I am kiddling./He tells me if I was kidding.)  

11. Either you or I are wrong. (Either you or I is wrong./Either you or I am wrong./Eitheryou or I was 

wrong./Either you or I have wrong.)  

12. The murdered hanged yesterday. (The murderer hung yesterday./The murdered was hung 

yesterday./The murderer is hanged yesterday./The murdered was hanged yesterday.)  

13. He knows swimming. (He know swimming./He knew swimming./He knows how to swim./He 

knows to swim.)  
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14. He is ill for a week. (He is ill from a week./He is ill since a week./He has been ill for a week./He 

has been ill from a week.)  

15. It is raining since morning. (It was raining since morning./It has been raining since morning./It 

rained since morning./It will be raining since morning.)  

16. Rich should help poor. (Rich should help poors./The rich should help the poor./Rich should help 

the poor./ The rich should help poor.)  

17. Honesty is a best policy. (Honesty is the best policy./Honesty is best policy./The honesty is a best 

policy./The honesty is the best policy.)  

18. The man is mortal. (Man is the mortal./The man is the mortal./Man is mortal./Man is a mortal.)  

19. His pen is superior than mine. (His pen is superior than me./His pen is superior to you./His pen is 

superior to me./His pen is superior to mine.)  

20. I called him as fool. (I called him a fool./I called him as a fool./I called him fool./I called him as for 

fool.)  

21. This is a worth reading book. (This is a book worth reading./This is the book worth reading./This 

is the worth reading book./This is worth reading book.)  

22. This is the last news. (This is the latest news./This is last news./This is the later news./These are 

the last news.)  

23. I do not have some money. (I do not have many moeny./I do not have any money./I do not have 

a few money./I have no any money.)  

24. This cloth is more inferior to that. (This cloth is inferior to that./This cloth is much inferior to 

that./This cloth is more inferior than that./This cloth is inferior than that.)  

25. He behaves cowardly. (He behaves coward./He behaves in a cowardice manner./He behaves in a 

cowardly manner./He cowardly behaves.)  

26. The faster you walk, better it is. (Faster you walk, better it is./Faster you walk, the better it 

is./The faster you walk, the better it is./The more fast you walk, the better it is)  

27. The patient has been operated. (The patient had been operated./The patient have been 

operated./The patient has been operated upon./The patient has been operated with.)  

28. She is good of English. (She is good at English./She is good in English./She is good with 

English./She is good on English.)  

29. She congratulated me for my success. (She congratulated me to my success./She congratulated 

me on my success./She congratulated me over my success./She congratulated me upon my success.)  
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30. Although he is old, but he is strong. (Although he is old, he is strong./Although he is old he is 

strong./Although he is old yet he is strong./Although he is old but he is strong.)  

MCQ's - Prepositions  

1. We must abide ----- the laws of our country. (with, for, on, by) 

2. He is addicted ----- gambling. (at, with, for, to) 

3. Our college is adjacent ----- the bazaar. (with, in, by, to) 

4. I agree ----- you on this issue. (with, to, at, against)  

5. He aimed ----- the bear with a gun. (over, of, on, at)  

6. My father is angry ----- me. (on, to, with, over) 

7. He availed himself ----- the chance. (at, on, of, off) 

8. He was not aware ----- the new situation. (from, at, of, to)  

9. The leader was banished ----- a foreign country. (off, of, to, with) 

10. Father is not blind ----- his son's behaviour. (of, with, to, for) 

11. Do not boast ----- your wealth. (about, of, on, for)  

12. The thief broke ----- his house yesterday. (in, into, at, with) 

13. Cholera has broken ----- in the city. (in, up, away, out) 

14. She was brought ----- by her uncle. (of, on, in, up) 

15. Sewage is carried ----- pipelines. (from, through, to, in)  

16. The thief was charged ----- theft. (for, with, at, through)  

17. I congratulated him ----- his success. (at, in, on, of) 

18. The class consists ----- fifty students. (with, for, on, of) 

19. He deals ----- me kindly. (in, with, to, for) 

20. You cannot even dream ----- success. (over, at, of, on) 

21. He is eligible ----- this post. (from, for, to, with) 

22. Do not be envious ----- others. (of, with, from, for) 

23. You should excuse him ----- this. (for, with, from, on) 

24. I am fond ----- reading short stories. (in, at, of, off) 

25. The principal was furious ----- his mistake. (at, with, of, for)  

26. You should go ----- the moral principles. (by, with, for, on) 

27. Karim is gifted ----- the power of speech. (from, of, upon, with) 

28. He has no hope ----- success. (for, from, of, about) 

29. Nature is not hostile ----- man. (with, over, to, on) 

30. They always indulge ----- useless pleasures. (on, in, of, with)  

31. I inquired ----- his health. (after, about, for, to) 

32. Do not be jealous ----- others. (to, for, of, with) 

33. The fox jumped ----- the river. (in, into, down, up) 

34. You are justified ----- claiming for your rights. (up, after, in, with) 

35. God is very kind ----- His creatures. (with, for, to, on) 
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36. Do not laugh ----- the poor. (on, at, for, away)  

37. He was leaning ----- the wall. (after, against, with, to) 

38. Learn this poem ----- heart. (to, about, in, by) 

39. He longs ----- a car. (to, for, in, upon) 

40. Samina was married ----- him. (with, to, on, by)  

41.I am popular ----- my students. (in, with, by, of)  

42. I prefer milk ----- tea. (for, to, on, over) 

43. The Muslims pray ----- God. (before, of, from, to) 

44. Prevent him ----- getting involved in politics. (by, from, of, by) 

45. Nasima repented ----- her past conduct. (to, for, of, by)  

46. He was run ----- by a car. (from, with, after, over) 

47. Do not sneer ----- the poor. (by, at, to, on) 

48. You have no sympathy ----- the poor. (with, for, on, of) 

49. He takes ----- his father. (after, with, on, at) 

50. He warned me ----- that person. (against, of, about, from)  

MOST REPEATED 60 MCQS 

1. Each star makes its voyage in complete loneliness. 

A Journey  B Relief  C Sleepy  D Stop 

2. The early hunters suffered from starvation in winter. 

A Lavishness B Luxury  C Happiness D Hunger 

3. Nervous habits are not easy to uproot. 

A Get rid of B Nurture  C Appreciated  D Rejected 

4. It is pity to see students undergoing the transfusion of blood. 

A Transfer of blood B Impurity of blood C Thickness of blood D Bleeding of blood 

5. The examiner sought to expose the ignorance of the writer. 

A Impose  B Show  C Rectify D Neglect 

6. In- Salah was fighting for survival. 

A service B Beauty  C Existence D Attraction 

7. He  was accused ……. Theft. 

A With  B Of C By D From 

8. Please give……..smoking. 

A In B Up C of D Over 

9. He will not turn……my request. 

A away B Down C up D From 

10. What is time……..your watch. 

A On B In C by D From 

11. I was late….office today. 

A To B Of C for D From 

12. She was leaning…..the pillar. 
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A To B On C with D Against 

13. We enjoyed during the holidays. 

A We enjoyed 
ourselves during 
the holidays. 

B We ourselves 
enjoyed during the 
holidays. 

C We enjoyed during 
the holidays 

D We enjoyed 
during the 
vacations 

14. He gave his son many advices. 

A He gave his son 
much of advices 

B He gave his son 
much of advice 

C He gave his son 
many advice 

D He gave his son 
many pieces of 
advice 

15. He availed of the chance. 

A He had availed of 
the chance 

B He availed himself 
with the chance 

C He himself availed 
of the chance 

D He availed himself 
of the chance 

16. He runs very fastly. 

A He runs fastly B He runs very fast C He fastly runs D He runs fast 

17. Would that I am a king. 

A Would that I was a 
king 

B Would that I have 
been a king 

C Would that I were a 
king 

D Would that I are a 
king. 

18. Chips had a vivid recollection of Wetherby. 

A pictures B Record  C Memory  D Books  

19. Chips wrenched his ankle. 

A Strained  B Broke  C Strengthened  D Stabilized  

20. Chips had a mediocre degree. 

A Bad  B Extraordinary  C Average  D Exceptional  

21. The write used to lie waiting for the ominous tread. 

A Light  B Clear  C Soft  D Gloomy  

22. The anticipation was always worse than reality. 

A Exception  B Expectation  C Corruption  D Removal  

23.The writer looked into the luminous swirl of the river. 

A Misty  B Murky  C Dim D Bright  

24. The writer was reckless with misery. 

A Quiet  B Talkative C Rash  D Slow 

25. The acute stage of the disease was about to come. 

A Intense  B Quick  C Slow  D Luminous  

26. High explosives were used extensively. 

A Generally B Usually  C Freely  D Slowly  

27. Virulent germs spread disease. 

A Violent  B Fatal  C Sleepy  D Weak  

28. Pasteur abolished these superstitions forever. 

A Matters B Dreams  C Ideas  D False beliefs 

29. He is too cocksure of himself. 

A Happy  B Satisfied  C overconfident D Pleased  
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30. Chips recount the event many times. 

A Accept  B Refute  C Reject  D tell 

31. Listen…….. my lecture. 

A Of B At C to D On 

32. He did not wait…..me. 

A To B at C of D For 

33. He is hostile…..veil. 

A upon B to C on D With 

34. He is ignorant…….his demerits. 

A In B of C to D On 

35. I prefer tea…….coffee. 

A In B to C From D Off 

36. Each of us have a pen. 

A Each of us has a 
pen 

B Each of us have 
the pen 

C Each of us have pen D Each of us has the 
pen. 

37. He is the senior than you. 

A He is senior than 
you 

B He is senior to you C He is more senior 
than you. 

D He is more senior 
to you. 

38. I said him good-bye. 

A I forbade him good 
bye. 

B I tell him good  
bye 

C I say him good bye D I bade him good 
bye 

39. He is elder than me. 

A He is elder than 
me. 

B He is elder than I. C He is older than I D He is older than 
me. 

40. He knows to drive a car. 

A He knows drive a 
car. 

B He knows how to 
drive a car. 

C He knows to drive 
in a car 

D He knows driving 
the car. 

41. The gigantic Chinese social experiment does not only concern Asia. 

A Mysterious  B Huge C Farmer D Mechanical 

42. The tremendous population explosion is taking place. 

A Rapid B Dangerous C Huge D Flowing 

43. But he re-saw glorious hump of gable. 

A Dismal  B Grand  C Dark D Shining 

44. Sleep again if you feel inclined. 

A Disturbed  B Tempted  C Noisy  D Troubled  

45. The guns began almost instantly. 

A Immediately  B Speedily  C Courageously  D Completely  

46. Ralston was pontifical. 

A Docile  B Submissive  C Confident  D Coward  

47. There were tumultuous cheers. 

A Loud  B Low  C Expected  D Rejected  
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48. Chips was an old veteran. 

A Experienced person B Officer  C Ruler  D Boy  

49. I was myself a mere infant. 

A Old man B A young boy C A baby D Man  

50. Mr. Chips saw Merivalestooping over him. 

A Eating  B Drinking  C Bending  D Beating 

51. She is vain……her beauty. 

A To B From C Of D With 

52. I swear….God. 

A On  B From  C With  D By  

53. He is blind….one eye. 

A With  B In  C By  D At  

54. He repented…….his sins. 

A With  B Of  C To  D On  

55. He is suffering…..malaria. 

A In  B With  C From  D By  

56. My sister is M.A in English. 

A My sister is a M.A. 
in English 

B My sister is an 
M.A. in English 

C My sister is M.A. in 
English 

D My Sister M.A. in 
an English 

57. I took meal before he came. 

A I had taken meal 
before he came 

B I have took meal 
before he came 

C I took meal before 
he came 

D I have meal before 
he came 

58. His hairs are red. 

A His hair are red B His hairs is red C His hair is red D His hair is the red 

59. No sooner I saw him I ran to meet him. 

A No sooner I saw 
him when I ran to 
meet him 

B No sooner did I 
see him when I ran 
to meet him. 

C No sooner did I see 
him than I ran to 
meet him. 

D No sooner did I 
see him before I 
ran to meet him. 

60. This is last news. 

A This is a last news. B This is the most 
last news. 

C This is latest news. D This is the latest 
news. 

SHORT QUESTIONS 

1 How did Churchil do his Latin Paper? 2 Why did Churchill not do well in the 
examinations? 

3 Which subject was taught to Churchill? 4 Who was Mr. Welldon?  

5 How did Somervell teach English?  6 What did Christopher do at El-Golea?  

7 What good did Churchill's three years stay 
at Harrow to him?  

8 What thing attracted Christopher to visit 
Sahara? 

9 What was the most noticeable feature of 
the desert city named Ghardaia? 

10 How did Christopher manage to get water 
at Abbangarit? 
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11 Who was Professor Claude Balanguernon? 12 What is antiseptic method? 

13 What did Christopher do when he reached 
Timbuktu? 

14 What was the chief defect of antiseptic 
method? 

15 What part is played by the white cells in 
the blood of a human body? 

16 What is Lysozyme? How was it 
discovered? 

17 How was penicillin discovered? 18 What do you mean by spontaneous 
generation? 

19 Why couldn't penicillin have been 
discovered in the research laboratories of 
America? 

20 How can we say that Pasteur was a great 
patriot? 

21 How did Pasteur discover the method of 
making vaccines? 

22 How did Pasteur discover the treatment 
for the cattle disease, Anthrax? 

23 How did Pasteur cure the silkworm 
disease?. 

24 Which was the first human disease to 
which vaccination was applied? 

25 Why was Mustafa Kamal sent to Anatolia?  26 What was Mustafa Kamal's reply?  

27 Why did Mehmet order Mustafa Kamal to 
return to Constantinople?  

28 What was decided by the Grand Turkish 
National Assembly at the end of War?   

29 What were Mustafa Kamal's social 
reforms?  

30 What were Mustafa Kamal's economic 
reforms? 

 

SHORT QUESTIONS - MODERN PROSE 

1 How did our earth come into being? 2 Why is there no life on the stars? 

3 Write a note on the beginning of life on the 
earth. 

4 How has the scientific method helped us in 

our fight against disease?  

5 How was food preserved in the past? 6 Who are lazy bluffers? 

7 What were the superstitious beliefs 
practiced by people in the past? 

8 What is the common cause of failure of 

students?  

9 How is health another cause of the failure 

of students?  

10 How did the writer feel on Friday night? 

11 What were unexpected respites?  12 Why should bad books be destroyed? 

13 What were the things the writer longed for 

but could not have?  

14 How did Jerome K. Jerome come to 
suspect that his liver was out of order? 

15 Why is it difficult to destroy books? 16 Why did the writer go to the British 
Museum? 

17 Why could not the author burn the 
unwanted books? 

18 What was the prescription given to the 
writer by the doctor? 

19 Why did the manager come to think that 20 Write at least two blunders committed by 
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Leacock had an awful secret to reveal?  Leacock in the bank. 

21 After his mis-adventure in the bank, where 
did Leacock keep his money? 

22 Why has the world changed its attitude 

towards china?   

23 What is decentralized economy?  24 Write a note on Chinese women.   

25 What does famine mean?  26 How do famines occur?  

27 What is the major cause of increase in the 
population?  

28 What was Cardova called "The Jewel of 
the World"?  

29 Who was Al-Hakam?  30 What did the Abbasid Caliph say on 
receiving the head of his governor?  

 

Mr. Chips Top 98 Short Questions 
(For Solution Visit Ambitious Academy Lahore) 

1. Describe briefly Chips as a teacher. L16 
2. Describe briefly Linford's meeting with Chips. L11 L16 
3. Describe briefly Mr. Chips’ married life? L15 14 13  
4. Describe Chips‘ first day experience at Brookfield school L16 L 09 
5. Describe the death scene of Mr. Chips. L16 
6. Did Brookfield enjoy a good repute? L16 
7. Give an account of the dispute between Chips and Ralston. L13 
8. How and when did Katherine die? L14 
9. How did Brookfield celebrate the end of war? L15 
10. How did Chips measure his time? L12 L15 L16 
11. How did Chips serve Ralston? L13 11 
12. How did Chips take his class during the shelling? L13 
13. How did Chips welcome the new-comers? L11 L16 
14. How did Katherine help Mr. Chips in his job? L11 
15. How did Katherine influence Chips? L11 L05 L09 
16. How did Katherine persuade Chips for the football match? L12 
17. How did Katherine urge Chips to forgive the students for their mistakes? L13 
18. How did Mr. Chips come across Katherine Bridges? L11 L16 L13 L05 L08 
19. What kind of people did Brookfield supply? L 05, L06, L08 
20. How did Mr. Chips entertain his students at Mrs. Wickett's house? L15 13 12 
21. How did Mr. Wetherby advise Chips on the day of his interview at Brookfield? L15 14 

L16 
22. How did Ralston look? L14 
23. How was Katherine received at Brookfield? L13 
24. Katherine made Mr. Chips a new man. ls it true? L16 
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25. Mention some eccentricity of Chips that he acquired in his old age. L16 
26. To whom Chips was recalling in the last moments of his life? L12 
27. Was Chips‘ marriage successful or not? L16 
28. Was Ralston a popular personality? L14 L16 L15 
29. What changes did Katherine bring in Chips? L16 L15 14 12 
30. What did Cartwright say about Chips‘ children? L16 
31. What did Chatteris read out on every Sunday night during war? L13 
32. What did Chips say to Lloyd George? L15 
33. What did Katherine say to Chips on the night before wedding?L14 
34. What did Mr. Chips do when the bell rang for call over? L14 
35. What did the chairman of the Governors tell Chips about his retirement? L13 
36. What difficulty did Chips face while writing his book? L12 
37. What happened to Brookfield in the war of 1915? L11 
38. What is rissole? L13 
39. What job did Mrs. Wickett do at Brookfield? L15 
40. What kind of a person was Mr. Ralston? L16 L12 
41. What kind of books were read by Chips? L13 
42. What kind of fellow was Mr. Chips before marriage? L14 
43. What kind of novel is "Goodbye Mr. Chips”? L14 L14 
44. What kind of political views did Katherine have? L16 L13 L08 L10 
45. What kind of thought came to Mr. Chips‘ mind? L14 
46. What kinds of professions were generally adopted by the students  of Brookfield? 

L13 
47. What memories of Katherine haunted Chips? L11 
48. What news about Grayson‘s father came finally? L15 
49. What notion/believe  Chips had about women? L15 12 L16 
50. What request did Chatteris make to Chips about helping him? L15  14 
51. What sort of gown did Chips wear? L14 
52. What was Chips’ will? L16 L08 L09 L12 L14 
53. What was general appearance of Katherine Bridges? L11 
54. What was presented to Chips on his retirement? L12 
55. What was the April foolery Chips faced? L15 L11 
56. What was the condition of Chips fifteen years after his resignation? L15 
57. What was the contribution of Brookfield school during World War-l? L16 
58. What was the name of Chips‘ doctor and how often did he visit Chips? L15 
59. What was the reaction of the wives of other masters on the arrival of Katherine? L12 
60. What was the reason that led to the quarrel between Chips and Ralston? L13 L16 L15 
61. What was the social and academic status of Chips? L15 L12 
62. What was the will by Mr. Chips in 1930? L15 L12 
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63. What were Chips‘ ideas about the Boers? L16 
64. What were feelings of Mr‘ Chips after Linford's departure? L13 
65. What were Ralston's allegations against Mr. Chips? L12 
66. What were the activities of Chips after retirement? L11 L16 
67. What were the feelings of Chips at the death of Katherine?L14 13 12 
68. What were the views of Chips and Katherine on politics? L11 
69. When and where Katherine and Chips got married? L12 
70. When and why did Mr. Chips retire? L11 L15 L14 L07 L08 
71. When did Chips join Brookfield school? L13 
72. When did Mr. Chips fall ill? L14 
73. when did Mr. Chips recall his memories? L14 
74. Where did Mr. Chips live after his retirement? L11 
75. Where did Mr. Chips shift after his wife's death? L11 
76. Where was Brookfield situated? L13 
77. Where was Mrs. Wicket  on the day of Chip's death? L13 
78. Who was Cartwright?  L13 11 
79. Who was Colley? L16 
80. Who was Forrester ?( LR 2012) 
81. Who was Linford? L15 
82. Who was Meldrum and how did die? L13 
83. Who was Mrs. Brool? L14 
84. Who was Mrs. Wickett? ( L L06, L08, L9, L11, L14) 
85. Who was the last visitor of Mr. Chips and how did Chips entertain him? L11 L12 
86. Whom did Chips call stink merchants? L12 L14 
87. Why could Chips not write a book? L12 L09 
88. Why did Chatteris request Chips to rejoin school? L14 
89. Why did Chips like summer? L14 
90. Why did Chips not want to be the official Head of Brookfield? L15 13 
91. Why did Chips resign again? L13 
92. Why did John Rivers favor Chips? L15 
93. Why did Mr. Chips not like Melbury Public School? L11 
94. Why was Mr. Ralston not liked at Brookfield? L14 L11 
95. Why was spring 1896 important for Chips? L16 L15 
96. Write a short note on Brookfield. L14 11 
97. Write down four qualities of Raiston. L12 
98. Write the death scene of Mr. Chips. L12 L09 L10 
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MOST IMPORTANT ESSAYS 

SET A 

Following 10 Essay are Most Important 

1. My Hero / My Favourite Personality/My best Teacher/Allama Iqbal/Quaid-E-Azam(Imp). 

2. My 1st day at College/ My Last day at college/College life 

3. My Ambition/My Aim in life/My Dream  

4. Why I love Pakistan 

5. Uses and Abuses of Science/ Science 

6. Hockey/Cricket/Football Match 

7. My Hobby 

8. A Road Accident 

9. Co-Education / Technical Education 

10. Visit to Historical Place/A visit to Hill station/A visit to Zoo/A day at river side/A day at 

railwaystation 

SET B (OPTIONAL) 
1. Comparison b/w City and Village life, Village life, City Life, Village Fair, City traffic, life 

in big city 

2. Mobile Phone / Uses and Abuses of mobile phones 

3. Computer / Uses and abuses of computer 

4. Pollution 

5. Democracy  

6. Holy Prophet P.B.U.H 

7. Eid-Ul-Fitar/ Eid-Ul Azha 

8. Corona Virus and its effects on Economy (Imp.) 

Important Idioms/ Phrasal Verbs 

1. To lick the dust 2. Come off 

3. Break the news 4. By fits and starts 

5. A wild ghoose chase 6. Kith and kin 

7. With the view to 8. Snake in the grass 

9. To smell a rat 10. Better half 

11. In black and white 12. Wolf in sheep’s clothing 

13. Turn down 14. Rank and file 

15. Break out 16. Look for 

17. At daggers drawn 18. Put up with 

19. Cut a sorry figure 20. A narrow escape 
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21. Face the music 22. Nip in the bud 

23. End in smoke 24. At one’s wits end 

25. A bee in the cap 26. Take to 

27. Hope against hope 28. Put out 

29. Break into 30. To kick the bucket 

31. Cut down 32. A near miss 

33. Look down upon 34. Blow hot and cold 

35. A blessing in disguise 36. Drawn game 

37. Broken reed 38. Lead by nose 

39. A cat’s paw 40. Pay lip-service 

41. A close fisted man 42. Work wonders 

43. Heart and soul 44. Carry out 

45. In a fix 46. Set aside 

47. Turn turtle 48. Put by 

49. Storm in a tea cup 50. Every inch 

51. Spick and span 52. Fly in the ointment 

53. Close shane 54. Fair sex 

55. Set in 56. Go back on 

57. Break with 58. A jail bird 

59. Go by 60. Keep an eye on 

61. French leave 62. Send for 

63. Alpha and omega 64. Setup 

65. Part and parcel 66. All and sundry 

67. To break the ice 68. Bad blood 

69. Bread and butter 70. Hue and cry 

71. A white elephant 72. A royal road 

73. Cold water 74. Between two fires 

75. Fall out 76. Pass away 

77. Cut down 78. Go off 

79. Carry on 80. Apple pie order 

81. To carry the day 82. At the eleventh hour 

83. Deal in 84. Beat about the bush 

85. Bag and baggage 86. Call into question 

87. Fall off 88. Take down 

89. Turn up 90. Fall in with 

91. Play traunt 92. A rotten egg 

93. Above board 94. A man of letters 

95. A black sheep 96. At large 

97. Maiden speech 98. Take after 

99. Burn the midnight oil 100. To hit below the belt 

101. Carry weight 102. Bear out 
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بورڈ میں  26سال میں مندرجہ ذیل 61  )فیصد 100فیصد سے  90سے زیادہ بار پیپر میں آچکے ہیں ۔ انہیں اچھی طرح سے ذہن نشین کر لیں ) چانسز  8ایڈ یمز پنجاب 

Above board , A Narrow  escape, A wild goose chase, Break the ice, Bad blond, 

Break int0,,Break down, Break out, Carry Out,  Cut a sorry figure, Cut down, Die 

in harness , Go up , End in Smoke,  Few and far between, Face the music, Fall 

prey to, Give up, Give in, In a fix, Kith and kin, Make both ends meet, Nip in the 

bud; Part and parcel, Smell a rat, Under a cloud  

  70سے زیادہ بار پیپر میں آچکے ہیں ۔ انہیں اچھی طرح سے ذہن نشین کر لیں ) چانسز  5ایڈ یمز پنجاب بورڈ کی میں  63سال میں مندرجہ ذیل 61

 )فیصد 80فیصد سے 

A dark horse, At the eleventh hour, A gala day, A fish out of water, A 

French leave, Add insult to injury, At daggers drawn, Bag and 

baggage, By fits and starts, By hook or by crook, Beat about the bush, 

Bed of oses, Better half, Bring up, Bear out, Carr y the day, Call 

names, Cheek by jowl, Drawn game/ match, flat, Fly in the ointment, 

Find fault with , Fair weather friend, Fall out Go to dogs,‘ Hue and 

cry, Hand and/in glove with, Heart and soul, Hold water, ln black and 

white, In a nutshell, Kick the bucket, Leave in lurch, Lion’s share, 

Lame excuse, Lick the dust, Look down upon, Look after, Look into, 

Maiden “speech, Make up, Null and Void, Off and on, Put up with, 

Put down, Pass away, Put off, Put out, Rank and file, red letter day, 

Run down, ‘Sink and Span, Storm in a tea cup, Tooth and nail, 

Through thick and thin, Turn turtle, Take after, Turn down Take to, 

Turn up, Take down, Up to the mark, Work out 

 

ری ویب سائ NOTESمزید   لیے ہما نے کے لوڈ کر ؤن   کری  Searchکو  Parh Ambitiousڈا


